
SUBHAM SHAW 
Software Developer 

Experienced in providing solutions through software development. Demonstrated track of record of completing projects on time. 

sub.show@gmail.com +916296395916 

MEDINIPUR, India subham-shaw-portfolio.vercel.app/ 

linkedin.com/in/subham-shaw-3185731a2 github.com/SubhamShaww 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Fullstack Developer(Freelance) 
LegalGPT India LLP 
12/2023 - Present,  

Developed web applications in React, parcel along with next.js and
its new features like server actions, sever components with
typescript. 

Implemented Tailwind CSS and adhered to best practices for
maintaining a clear separation between the data and UI layers. 

Integrated serverless functions as proxy APIs, connecting backend
APIs to efficiently handle data responses. 

worked with azure ai search, azure functions, integration of ai
assistant with the web app. 

worked on system design and devops of the code i have worked
on. 

currently, I am assisting a different team working on the project
and leading my own team on side. Therefore, having experience in
with delegation and understanding the problem from different
perspectives. 

SDE 2 
Roam.ai 
02/2022 - 01/2023,  

Web App development using React, Next Js. 

Desktop App development using Electron.js(node.js and
chromium), tauri(rust). 

Using sass, typescript to a large extent. 

Worked with graphQL and aws for devops. 

architecture design and creating npm library. 

Sr. Software Developer. 
ColosseumTech Solutions Pvt Ltd 
08/2021 - 11/2021,  

Implemented Google map api to do live tracking and history check
of vehicles. 

worked with react and its different libraries. 

worked on different govt projects taken by the organization. 

Full stack Engineer 
Cube Wealth 
01/2021 - 04/2021,  

Developed new APIs in Django. 

Designed Schemas in SQL. 

Integrated Micro-services. 

SKILLS 

aws amplify aws cloudfront redis 

kafka golang html react sass 

css nodejs mongoDB Django 

Linux Redux MySQL frontend testing 

teamwork UI Development typescript 

python system design javascript 

problem solving next.js 

serverless functions azure ai azure devops 

azure cosmos db 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 

Collab Code Editor (online) 
Website: https://collab-code-editor.vercel.app/ 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=W5DzkmFAaKE 

GitHub: SubhamShaww/Collab-code-editor (github.com) 

used React, Nodejs and websockets 

users can join other rooms or create room for others to join 

in each room, different users can edit code together. 

emacs and vim support provided along with different
programming languages. 
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